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Equipment site Dear users, domain vmfc.io has already changed, Please use the new domain to visit. Or Auto Jump with 5 seconds 24. February 2019 15:28 It hangs too much, even with internet fiber optica 100 mega. I had to install My Family Movie to run the movies Smooth. On TV channels, many
offline and with various TB failures. I have two devices, I regretted it. - Version 1.9.9 New features: Purchases in the UX optimization app: a. Start APP b. Registration and enter c. Section My Cloud Error Fix - Version 1.9.8 New Features: Link Email Account Link with Prepaid Card Service Update with
Code Reboot Optimization Feature Optimization Interface Design Optimization and User Experience (UI and UX) Error Fix - Version 1.9.6 New Features: Creating Accounts in MPF APP : Imports from Internet Error Correction - Version 1.9.5 New Features: New Communication Channel: Message
Optimization Feature Optimization Function Search Optimization Feature Subtitial Interface Design Optimization and Optimization of User Experience (UI and UX) Optimization Of Update Options Opportunity to Hide Images Shown in Pause Mode The ability to add a full series of movies to select movie
streaming services is increasingly present in tv streaming services. However, some Internet speed issues and damaged cables can lead to errors, such as accidents or lack of media downloads. So if you're a fan of watching Netflix, YouTube or other services with friends, check out five tips to help improve
the quality of streaming. Check out six ways to watch Netflix movies and TV shows 1) Internet speed movie streaming services such as Netflix to use your Internet connection for streaming media. So if the movie isn't downloaded at all on TV, it's worth checking if the problem is in internet speed. If in
doubt, use a speedometer to see if the contract download and download fee is delivered and, in case of problems, sign a contract with the paid service. Internet speed affects movie streaming (Photo: Pond5)If not, make sure your Wi-Fi connection is appropriate and check out some tips on how to improve
router positioning if it's time to buy new and more information. Netflix recommends that broadband Internet be at least 0.5 megabits per second and 5.0 megabits per second to watch HD movies without crashing. Which Smart TV 3D to buy? Opine on the TechTudo forum. It is also important to note that
the contractual speed of the Internet is shared between Wi-Fi users. And that can slow down if they have a lot of connected devices that affect movies on streaming services. A common mistake is to download the media without During the performance. Then assemble your family and turn off some
hotspots to try to solve. 2) Signal repeaters If the residence is large or two-tiered, it is recommended to use a signal relay. Thus, wi-Fi Internet connection comes with the best quality and speed in the rooms of the house, including on TV with streaming service. Signal relay is a good option for wide space
and provide the Internet for streaming video in good quality (Photo: Divulga'o/Gothan)Models can be found at a price of R$60, in national stores. If you have any questions about setting up a signal relay, check out this TechTudo tutorial. 3) Choose the perfect cable Who doesn't have a smart TV you can
watch movies streaming using HDMI cable on your laptop or computer. So you can watch the media from the big screen in an easy way. However, it is important to check the quality of the cable for those who do not want to have a problem while working. The quality and physical condition of the HDMI
cable can cause poor contact in the image (Photo: Barbara Mannara/TechTudo)Some HDMI cable models have a reinforced structure with nylon coating, for example. So, if the image comes out or locks, it's worth checking if it's bad contact on the cable, either at the end connected to the TV when the
one is on the laptop, or if it's damaged inside. Over data speed, cable models can vary between HDMI versions 1.3, 1.4, and 2.0. Check the difference between them and which HDMI choose to watch your movies with the best quality. 4) Using media centers Using streaming media centers such as Apple
TV or even the popular Chromecast can be allies to watch movies at home. If the user doesn't have a SmartTV, just connect the device to hdMI TV input to have access to the internet and streaming services, simply. Apple TV is a media hub for connecting to the TV (Photo: Luciana Maline
/TechTudo)Chromecast uses Wi-Fi networks and can be another option for those who have a lot of problems with crashing using the app on Netflix on Smart TV, for example. It even offers YouTube connectivity and streaming videos stored from a mobile phone or tablet. Apple TV can be connected
directly to the Ethernet network cable, which can provide the best direct Internet speed for streaming media viewing. Chromecast allows you to stream on a mobile phone on TVs (Photo: Anna Kellen Bull/TechTudo)5) Problems in smart TV reception Smart Tv models already come with an internal Wi-Fi
reception and others use the key to connect to the Internet. In case of problems or soms, first try to access the same movie from another device, such as a computer or mobile phone, to see if it has a problem with the streaming service or connection to Try plugging Smart TV on Wi-Fi (Photo:
Disclosure/Samsung) If the streaming service connection is slow on the TV, but you don't have a problem with Wi-Fi at home, it's worth trying to restore the TV to the network by re-adding login credentials and a network password. In this way, the device will read the wi-fi connection data and eliminate
possible connection errors. Connection. meu my family cinema esta travando. app my family cinema esta travando
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